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Project proposals for 2014:
Want to explore what’s there for you?
EUCEN has designed its 2013 Autumn Seminar around the
forthcoming Call for proposals under the new Erasmus for all
programme. It will be a space to explore what is there for Higher Education Institutions,
which are the topics or areas of interest for our community and find colleagues who would
be interested in joining your ideas. The Seminar will be held in Brussels, Wednesday 16
October 2013 (Venue: Fondation Universitaire, rue d’Egmont 11 – 1000 Brussels).
Vanessa Debiais from the Directorate General Education and Culture will present “Erasmus
for all: How will the new programme serve ULLL?”
Monica Menapace from the Directorate General Research and Innovation will present
“Towards Horizon 2020. New funding opportunities for research in LLL?”, which we expect
will bring new perspectives to participants to the seminar.
The rest of the seminar will be dedicated to work in groups and develop ideas for the next
calls. Full programme at http://autumn2013seminar.eucen.eu/programme
The coffee break area will have a dissemination space and a panel that
participants can use to make announcements. This dissemination activity
will start the afternoon before (Tuesday 15 October). Bring along your
posters, dissemination materials and ideas. Put them up in the
dissemination area. Find out about your colleagues’ ideas.
You can register now for the EUCEN Autumn Seminar by downloading
the form at http://autumn2013seminar.eucen.eu/registration
Cost for EUCEN members: 145€
Do not delay: register now!
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Informs
Validation of non-formal and informal learning (VNIL):
Join us in October
OBSERVAL-Net invites you to participate in its Final
Dissemination Conference.
Date of the event: Tuesday 15 October 2013, from 09:00 to 17:30
Venue: Fondation Universitaire, rue d'Egmont 11 - 1000 Brussels
Jens Bjornavold, Senior expert of CEDEFOP, will present “Recommendations and Guidelines:
European processes to VNIL”.
The Project will present and explain the use of the Advocacy pack and the Memorandum
on VNIL developed by the consortium. A set of working slots will help participants to
deepen in the work undertaken.
The award of the 2013 Validation Prizes will take place at the end of the conference. The
full programme can be downloaded at http://www.observal-net.eu/FinalConference
Follow this link to read the abstracts of the best Case Studies received this year
http://www.observal-net.eu/view/highlighted-case-studies
Register now for the free OBSERVAL-Net Final Dissemination Conference by filling in the
form that you will find following this link http://www.observal-net.eu/FinalConference
Register in the Observatory and receive information on Validation automatically!
http://www.observal-net.eu

DIALOGUE News: EAPRIL Award | October | LinkedIn
The DIALOGUE project intents to build bridges between
Research and Practice in University Lifelong Learning (ULLL). The
consortium has explored this from four different perspectives:
Access and progression | Learning and Guidance | New Media | Quality.
EAPRIL AWARD - DIALOGUE presented its candidacy to opt for the EAPRIL Award 2013 on
research projects and has become finalist. Only six projects have reached this point. The
winner will be announced in November 2013 http://dialogue.eucen.eu/news/eapril2013
OCTOBER - The Final Dissemination Event will be an interactive dialoguing event where the
findings of the project will be presented and discussed with the participants. Read more
about this activity at the project’s website http://dialogue.eucen.eu/FinalConference
Date of the event: Tuesday 15 October 2013, from 09:00 to 17:30
Venue: Fondation Universitaire, rue d'Egmont 11 - 1000 Brussels
LINKEDIN - The open discussions monitored by the project on Researchers/Practitioners
dialogue have moved now to a brand new group in LinkedIn. If you are interested to follow
it and maybe contribute, please go to the project website http://dialogue.eucen.eu and
click on the LinkedIn icon
on the left side of the screen
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